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Secrets of the Sideshows
A Second Chicken Soup for the Woman's
Soul
It's tough being a teenager. No longer a kid but not
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quite an adult, teens live in a world that's constantly
in transition, trying to figure out who they are and
where they belong. It's a time of discovery and
learning as well as a time of introspection and
relationship building. Our teenage experiences help
us grow in important ways, and this collection of
stories—by and for teenagers—is an inside look at the
years that shape our lives.

Youth's Companion
The Caravan
This latest collection of stories celebrates the shared
experiences of being a woman in a 101 new ways.
You will be moved by these true accounts of how
women like you have embraced life's defining
moments by finding love, dealing with loss,
overcoming obstacles and achieving their dreams and
goals. Like spending time with a trusted friend, A
Second Chicken Soup for the Woman's Soul will put
difficult times into perspective, renew your faith in
yourself and make you aware of the miracles in your
own life.

A Catered Wedding
A Taste of Chicken Soup for the Teenage
Soul III
Lists over five hundred children's musical recordings,
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describing how each song can be applied to teaching
and playing opportunities, and highlights songs with
such particular learning themes as food, animals,
sportsmanship, and emotions.

Dry Goods Reporter
The Coast
Bernadette and Libby Simmons have been working
twelve-hour days at their store, A Taste of Heaven.
And in between whipping up sweet treats and
catering high school graduation parties, the sisters
have to fit one more event into their busy schedule:
catering a high-society wedding that takes a very low
turn. . . Leeza Sharp is getting ready to have the
wedding of her dreams. She's got a $25,000 dress
(gorgeous and made to order), a rich Estonian fiancé
(head of a multimillion dollar caviar empire) and a
four-star menu (planned by none other than
Bernadette and Libby Simmons). Never mind that
she's not really in love with her boring, bland groomto-be. But the dream wedding quickly turns into a
nightmare. Just hours before she's scheduled to walk
down the aisle, Leeza takes an arrow to the
chest--and drops dead. Now Libby and Bernadette
have more on their minds than pouring Cristal and
cutting up wedding cake: they've got an archeryinclined killer to find. . . Includes 6 Delectable Recipes
for You to Try! "The sisters' playful rivalry, clever
dialogue and an eccentric supporting cast make for
plenty of cozy fun." --Publishers Weekly "Frequent
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humor, a couple of little-old-lady Marxists, and several
delicious recipes complete the cozy picture.
Recommended for culinary mystery fans." --Library
Journal Isis Crawford was born in Egypt to parents
who were in the diplomatic corps. When she was five,
her family returned to the States, where her mother
opened a restaurant in upper Westchester County and
her father became a university professor. Since then,
Isis has combined her parents' love of food and travel
by running a catering service as well as penning
numerous travel-related articles about places ranging
from Omsk to Paraguay. Married, with twin boys, she
presently resides in Hastings-on-Hudson, New York,
where she is working on the next Bernie and Libby
culinary mystery.

Basusu
In Exodus 3:33, the Jews searched for the land of milk
and honey, as mentioned by the Lord. Silicon Valley
began as a caravan with start-up companies
wandering, looking for success, which became
companies and, in time, grew into giants in their
industry. How can a valley with the vision to create
technology become myopic for some that failed to
change with the evolution of technology? Silicon
Valley began in the midsixties with companies like
Memorex and Fairchild Camera that grew and
fostered trail blazers like Lockheed, General
Dynamics, Hughes, Rockwell, Litton, Varian, and
Motorola with startups like Intel, AMD, and National
Semiconductor—all chasing the thought of great
profits with no vision of what would it cost to get
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there. These were events that were witnessed by Joe
Rios, a senior buyer for many Silicon Valley
companies. Technology was developed over time and,
by February 1999, with great expectations, created a
frenzy to capture an elusive prize. It was a time when
technologies converged, creating a potential for profit
and an opportunity to seize market share from
competitors. Only the quick and the resourceful would
win the prize, and it was like the Oklahoma land rush;
they saddled up, gathered the necessary materials
and employees, and rode off toward a point on the
horizon. Along the way, there were red flags, but they
were ignored, while focusing on the treasure, not the
path they were taking.

Herald and Presbyter
Swapping Paint
Simple Silas, Or, The Detective from
Plunketsville
When Chicken Joe the cat wakes up with the feeling
that he has forgotten something important, his friends
on the farm don't seem very interested in helping him
remember for some reason.

Prince Joe
Chicken Soup forPage
the
Soul: My Kind (of)
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America
The carnival sideshows of the past have left behind a
fascinating legacy of mystery and intrigue. The
secrets behind such daring feats as fire-eating and
sword swallowing and bizarre exhibitions of human
oddities as "Alligator Boys" and "Gorilla Girls" still
remain, only grudgingly if ever given up by
performers and carnival professionals. Working
alongside the performers, Joe Nickell blows the lid off
these mysteries of the midway. The author reveals
the structure of the shows, specific methods behind
the performances, and the showmen's tactics for
recruiting performers and attracting crowds. He also
traces the history of such spectacles, from ancient
Egyptian magic and street fairs to the golden age of
P.T. Barnum's sideshows. With revealing insight into
the personal lives of the men and women billed as
freaks, Nickell unfolds the captivating story of the
midway show.

Chambers's Journal
A WORLD AWAY She never imagined she'd have the
courage to leave everything behind and travel to
Africa. Then, touched by tragedy, Leslie Carpenter
finds herself devastated and alone. The health clinic
in rural Kenya needs her expertise and gives her a
reason to live again. Because she knows she'll never
love again. Leslie didn't count on being dependent on
a man like Ben Murphy, the rugged bush pilot who
shuttles her between villages. Ben scares her. She
can see that he's in a dangerous line of work, with no
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respect for the law. Despite that, she also knows he's
a good man. She really wants to trust him, to believe
in a future together. Except learning his secrets may
put her life at risk….

Our Young Folks
This latest collection of Chicken Soup for the Soul
comes to readers from the heartland, the Grand Ole
Opry and the Contry Music Capital of the World. This
treasury identifies the common threads that weave
the tapestry of the human spirit- the traditions of
family and faith at the heart of America.

The Shamrock
“The couples in this book hail from across America
and the world. Most don’t live in New York City. Some
never did. What mattered to me was that they met
there, in one of its iconic public places. Each of the
nine stories begins just before that chance
meeting—when they are strangers, oblivious to how,
in moments, their lives will irrevocably change.”
—from the Introduction The handsome Texas sailor
who offers dinner to a runaway in Central Park. The
Midwestern college girl who stops a cop in Times
Square for restaurant advice. The Brooklyn man on a
midnight subway who helps a weary tourist find her
way to Chinatown. The Columbia University graduate
student who encounters an unexpected object of
beauty at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. A public
place in the world’s greatest city. A chance meeting
of strangers. A marriage. Heart of the City tells the
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remarkable true stories of nine ordinary
couples—from the 1940s to the present—whose
matchmaker was the City of New York. Intrigued by
the romance of his own parents, who met in
Washington Square Park, award-winning author Ariel
Sabar set off on a far-ranging search for other couples
who married after first meeting in one of New York
City’s iconic public spaces. Sabar conjures their bigcity love stories in novel-like detail, drawing us into
the hearts of strangers just as their lives are about to
change forever. In setting the stage for these
surprising, funny, and moving tales, Sabar, winner of
the National Book Critics Circle Award, takes us on a
fascinating tour of the psychological research into the
importance of place in how—and whether—people
meet and fall in love. Heart of the City is a paean to
the physical city as matchmaker, a tribute to the
power of chance, and an eloquent reminder of why we
must care about the design of urban spaces.

Lizzy's Bridge
Chicken Shack: Growing Up Black and
Poor in Alabama During the 1940's, 50's,
and 60's
Chicken Joe Forgets Something
Important
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The Education of Dr Joe
A collection of essays on outmoded phrases and
words we still use in everyday speech, told with the
help of childhood memories, bits of Midwestern
history, and liberal dashes of humor.

The Youth's Companion
Current Opinion
Joe Angel: The Guardian Games Book One is a fiction
adventure filled with sports, faith, humor, and angels
battling demons. DANIEL WALSH is a high school
senior, a can’t miss first round Major League Baseball
prospect, just months away from a multimillion dollar
signing bonus. Everything’s perfect until Daniel meets
Joe, an angel with attitude. JOE ANGEL has it made.
He lives in heaven, and when he travels to earth, he
battles and defeats demons in The Guardian Games.
Everything’s perfect until Joe meets Daniel, a human
whose weak faith frustrates the angel. THE GUARDIAN
GAMES pit angels against demons in a series of
challenges that occur on Earth but are invisible to
human eyes… unless you’re Daniel Walsh and can
convince an angel to let you see into the supernatural
realm.

Yankee-notions
"These 101 stories showcase an America filled with
good people who volunteer in their communities, help
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their neighbors, and pride themselves on doing the
right thing"--Back cover.

Heart of the City
It's close to midnight in Odu, Ghana, on March 20,
1841. The village, draped in darkness, soon erupts
into chaos. White men set fire to the homes, and as
the townspeople flee the men capture, manacle, and
kidnap dozens of strapping young men, the village's
best and its promise for the future-fourteen-year-old
Basusu Mensua among them. His fate is sealed.
Basusu, determined to be strong as the son of the
chief, endures a harsh trip across the sea in the
disease-infected hold of a slave ship. Fate smiles on
Basusu. He lands on St. Simons Island in the New
World with Kwasi, a fellow villager, and they work
together on the Jordan Plantation. Here, he must
cultivate the seed of a new future, create his own
family, and forge a new destiny with the hand history
has dealt him. The first book in a series by Dr. George
S. Peart, Basusu follows the trials and tribulations of
Basusu Mensua, ripped from his African home to
become a slave, as he navigates his new life in a new
world.

Practical Druggist and Spatula,
Consolidated
Dark South
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Practical Druggist and Pharmaceutical
Review of Reviews
New York
This book describes what life was like for my family
and me living in rural, rurban, and urban Alabama
during the 1940’s, 50’s, and 60’s. Life for a poor black
family living in Alabama during these decades was
quite challenging. Even more challenging was being a
poor black male growing up in Alabama during the
40’s, 50’s, and 60’s. This is my story.

Sanctified and Chicken-Fried
Deep in the mountains of western Pennsylvania, the
fictional small coal mining towns held many secrets
during the post World War II era. Centered in the tiny
village of Gunther, PUDDIN FOR BREAKFAST
masterfully described a childs transcendence from a
dysfunctional familys cruelty. KISS THE FLY GOODBYE
brilliantly set the wheels of vigilantly justice into
motion. Now LIZZYS BRIDGE completes the trilogy to
tell the story of Lizzy Wickett. This young woman had
only one secrether son, Rayn. Exaggerated tales of
Lizzys traumatic experience fed the gossipers and
created a mystery, while the reality behind Rayns
conception remained a secret. Seventeen years after
Rayns birth, Lizzy finds herself facing repressed
emotions. Can Lizzy muster the courage to face the
past and cross her emotional bridges? Can she face
the demons that have lain dormant for so many
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years? Will those who are intertwined in Lizzys circle
be able to face facts that threaten to disrupt, or
possibly destroy, their lives. Learning the truth about
Lizzys attacker only forces more truths to surface
creating situations that could affect many in the
community, including her attackers sons. Reunited
with love, Lizzy understands the need to allay her
anxieties. Intrigue and romance seemingly swim
against the current throughout the story. Will love and
trust be enough for Lizzy to bridge her fears? Can she
successfully tread a life of deserved happiness when
she crosses Lizzys Bridge for the last time? Will Lizzys
truths prove triumphant? Dare to cross Lizzys Bridge
with her and discover a tale of invigorated strength.

Outdoor Recreation
Why Did the Chicken Cross the Road?
In the mysterious dark South, strange old ladies,
killers, hucksters, deceivers, and the unhinged lurk in
the shadows where they are forced to confront
inexplicable forces they do not understand. After a
couple books a room in the famous Hotel Le Grande in
New Orleans, one of them disappears, leaving the
other to follow a bizarre trail to a sealed room where a
gruesome murder took place some fifty years earlier.
Uncle Poot, who has always been strange and
eccentric, transforms after a board hits him on the
head. Now he is a harbinger of death who sees
entirely too much. A great swamp in Louisiana holds
secretssome beautiful, some sinister. But when two
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boys enter a forbidden, treacherous portion of the
swamp, they face a crisis of conscience when they
discover a serial killers treasure. Aunt Lootie, already
known for her oddities, believes fireflies signify a bad
omen. No one believes heruntil her predictions begin
to come true. Dark South shares a collection of
mysterious tales that offers an unforgettable look into
the minds of the odd people who inhabit a world that
appears to be what it is not.

American Poultry Journal
Children's Jukebox
Glad Wyczhewski lives for three things: NASCAR, cold
beer, and his passionate wife, Ruby. Tailing the race
circuit in an RV, the newlyweds stop in Concord, North
Carolina–just down the road from Ruby's
hometown–for the Coca-Cola 600. But the excitement
of race week stalls when a driver, Ricky Sanders, is
found murdered. And to everyone's shock, the prime
suspect is another rookie driver, Ruby's brother
Bobby! A forty-two-year-old ex-cop from Chicago,
Glad would rather party on the infield than get mixed
up in a murder investigation. But there's no way he
can hold back Ruby–as stubborn as she is
beautiful–from trying to clear Bobby's name. High on
adrenaline and exhaust fumes, Glad kicks his
detective instincts into overdrive before Ruby's good
intentions put them on a collision course with the
killer.
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Out of the Shadows
Includes music.

State of New York Supreme Court
Appellate Division-Third Department
Master of mojo storytelling, spinner of over-the-top
yarns of horror, suspense, humor, mystery, science
fiction, and even the Old West, Joe R. Lansdale has
attracted a wide and enthusiastic following. His genredefying work has brought him numerous awards,
including the Grand Master of Horror from the World
Horror Convention, the Edgar Award, the American
Horror Award, seven Bram Stoker awards, the British
Fantasy Award, Italy's Grinzane Prize for Literature, as
well as Notable Book of the Year recognition twice
from the New York Times. Sanctified and ChickenFried is the first "true best of Lansdale" anthology. It
brings together a unique mix of well-known short
stories and excerpts from his acclaimed novels, along
with new and previously unpublished material. In this
collection of gothic tales that explore the dark and
sometimes darkly humorous side of life and death,
you'll meet traveling preachers with sinister agendas,
towns lost to time, teenagers out for a good time who
get more than they bargain for, and gangsters and
strange goings-on at the end of the world. Out of the
blender of Lansdale's imagination spew tall tales
about men and mules, hogs and races, that are, in his
words, "the equivalent of Aesop meets Flannery
O'Connor on a date with William Faulkner, the events
recorded by James M. Cain." Whether you're a longPage 14/17
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time fan of Joe R. Lansdale or just discovering his
work, this anthology brings you the best of a writer
whom the New York Times Book Review has praised
for having "a folklorist's eye for telling detail and a
front-porch raconteur's sense of pace."

Chicken Soup for the Country Soul
All Sorts of Dialogues
Veronica St. John is facing the challenge of a lifetime.
The media consultant has two days to teach a rugged
Navy SEAL to impersonate a European prince who has
been targeted by terrorists. It's a tough assignment,
but Veronica is sure she's up to the task--until she
actually meets Joe. Despite his physical resemblance
to the handsome prince, Lieutenant Joe Catalanotto is
nothing like the stuffy aristocrat. Everything about the
combat-hardened Navy SEAL--from the arrogant
gleam in his eyes and streetwise attitude to the New
York accent--says regular guy, not royalty. One
conversation and Veronica knows nothing could turn
this military man into nobility. Joe, on the other hand,
is confident he's got what it takes to complete his
duty. But neither of them expects their assignment to
include falling in love.

Joe Angel
Dr Joseph Santamaria, brother of the late B.A.
Santamaria, writes about episodes and past
experiences that left him with a lasting impression. In
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the 100th year since the arrival of the Santamaria
family in Australia these musings tells us about the
uniqueness of the Santamaria family and to the
importance of the institution of the family and the
traditons of their Italian culture.

The Price of Youth
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